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10Abstract In this paper we examine how two groups of middle school students arrive at
11shared understandings of and solutions to mathematical problems. Our data consists of logs
12of student participation in the Virtual Math Teams (VMT) system as they work on math
13problems. The project supports interaction both through chat and through a virtual white-
14board. We have examined in detail, the sequential work these students do to constitute and
15specify ‘the problem’ on which they are working in the ways they produce whiteboard
16objects and text postings. Solutions emerge as students come to understand the problem on
17which they are working. This understanding is achieved through gradual respecification of
18the math problem on which they are working.

19Keywords Indexicality . Referential practices . Problem solving . CSCL . Ethnomethodology
20

21Introduction

22Collaborative math problem solving in online chat environments can be a tricky business.
23Students coming together in a CSCL environment to work on a math problem must figure
24out what problem they are working on and what they are referring to along the way as they
25communicate in the CSCL environment.
26When students work together collaboratively in online environments, they tend to
27organize themselves to accomplish a shared understanding of the problem on which they
28are working. When a group of students is confronted with a problem-solving task, they must
29be able to (a) represent and refer to ‘relevant’ parts of the problem on which they are
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30working and (b) know that everyone understands at least to some degree that which is being
31referenced (Parnafes 2010). The problem that students face is that they cannot know in
32advance of their engagement with problem resources and each other what counts as
33‘relevant’ (Macbeth 2011). Much of the interactional work that students do in collaborative
34problem solving involves specifying the problem. This involves identifying, representing,
35referring to, and recognizing what become the problem’s relevant constituent elements and
36properties in different semiotic modalities (online chat and whiteboard).
37To get a sense of the issues that students face when working collaboratively on a math
38problem, consider that when a student attempts to convey to others a possible solution to the
39problem, all parties in the interaction must work out locally and in very practical terms how
40to actually refer to ‘the problem’ and how to formulate what ‘the solution’ might be.
41Referential practices, understood here as the ways that actors refer to and represent problems
42and solutions, are at the heart of the matter (Koschmann and Zemel 2009). In our view,
43students work to arrive at agreed-upon representations of relevant elements of the math
44problem on which they are working. The kinds of representations they use and the uses to
45which those representations are put constitute and constrain the trajectory of their engage-
46ment with and understanding of the problem on which they are working.
47Any reference whose sense is dependent on the context of its use can be characterized as
48an indexical referent.1 We align with ethnomethodological perspectives that hold that all
49references, expressions, accounts and the like are indexical (Garfinkel 1967; Garfinkel and
50Sacks 1970), that is, dependent on the circumstances of their occurrence for their local sense
51or meaning. We refer to the myriad ways in which they point or index into their context of
52production as their ‘indexical properties’. Thus math problems are indexical phenomena that
53can be ‘indexed’ in various ways. Students constitute the problem on which they are
54working by indexing it, pointing to it, referring to its constituent properties, elements and
55features in particular ways. The more refined their referential work, viz., the more they
56recalibrate their referential practices to finer granularity of reference, the more refined their
57understanding of the problem.
58In so-called ‘dual-space’ interaction environments, those that offer both chat interaction
59and sketching on a virtual whiteboard, it is necessary that others understand how the posting
60and the whiteboard object mutually constitute their sense and meaning (Cakir et al. 2009;
61Cakır 2009; Lonchamp 2009, 2011; Mühlpfordt 2006). Actors will routinely label, highlight,
62point to, or otherwise specify the object or matter of interest; but even then, confusions and
63misunderstandings may arise. Anticipating, encountering, and remedying these confusions
64involves an ongoing process of identifying, recognizing and reporting on properties of the
65object or matter in question as referentially relevant (Cakir et al. 2009; Mühlpfordt and
66Wessner 2009). If some object or matter is something students communicate about and work
67with, they must have a set of shared interactional resources that allow them to refer to that
68object or matter in mutually intelligible ways.
69Representation has been a topic of considerable interest to scholars of mathematics and
70science education. Studies have examined representations produced and/or used by students
71engaged in problem-solving work in classroom contexts (Azevedo et al. 2012; Danish and
72Enyedy 2007; Danish and Phelps 2011; diSessa and Sherin 2000; diSessa 2004; Hall 1996;
73Medina and Suthers 2008; Parnafes 2010). In much of this literature, representations are
74routinely treated as artifacts with particular properties, the usefulness of which depends upon
75their design features. While the uses of representations are concerns that drive design

1 “Indexicals are sometimes defined simply as expressions that change their reference from one context to the
next” (Nunberg 1993, p. 2).
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76considerations, representations themselves are treated as distinct from the referential uses to
77which they are put.
78In CSCL settings, the issue of representation has been examined in terms of the design of
79external representational resources as well as the production and use of representations by
80students in terms of the affordances of the computer systems they use (Beers et al. 2005;
81Fischer and Mandl 2005; Kirschner and Van Bruggen 2004; Lonchamp 2011; Medina and
82Suthers 2008; Suthers et al. 2003; Suthers 2005; Van Bruggen et al. 2002; Van Bruggen and
83Kirschner 2003; White and Pea 2011). As with mathematics and science education, the
84approach frequently taken presumes that representations are phenomenal objects that, in
85their design and organization rather than their use, index cognitive and other phenomena
86(Vergnaud 1998). Roschelle’s work on the Envisioning Machine (Rochelle and Teasley
871995; Rochelle 1996) examined how students work with external representations of physics
88concepts and the referential challenges they faced. Representational and referential concerns
89also arise when students try to produce, understand and share arguments or patterns of
90reasoning (Van Bruggen et al. 2002; van Drie et al. 2005).
91In dual space, online CSCL systems, students routinely display their reasoning by sequen-
92tially producing objects on a whiteboard, or posting arguments in a chat area as though they are
93meaningfully connected by a set of shared reasoning practices (Cakir et al. 2009). It is often the
94case that students produce these sequences without much elaboration because they assume
95others can and will infer the reasoning steps involved from the sequential juxtaposition of
96relevant objects. To complicate matters, when students want to use the whiteboard to illustrate
97arguments they have made in the chat area, they are facedwith the technical constraints of being
98able to work in only one area at a time (Mühlpfordt and Wessner 2009; Mühlpfordt 2006). This
99can make it difficult for some participants to know what object in the whiteboard is being
100referenced by some part of a chat posting.
101Ethnomethodological studies of mathematical and scientific practice offer an alternative
102orientation (Garfinkel et al. 1981; Greiffenhagen and Sharrock 2005; Hester and Hester
1032010; Koschmann and Zemel 2009; Livingston 1986; Lynch 1985, 1994, 2011; Psathas
1042007; Schegloff 2000; Sharrock and Anderson 2011; Suchman 1988, 2006; Woolgar 1988).
105From this perspective, representations are materially manifest as particular kinds of refer-
106ential practices by which actors come to specify and refer to the indexical properties of
107phenomena. We take an ethnomethodological perspective and see representation as a very
108particular form of ‘objects-in-use’. Objects, be they drawings, gestures, graphs, texts,
109formulae, etc., are not themselves representations. We hold that representations are these
110objects and the way they are used in referential work. This makes representations referential
111resources used in the pursuit of interactional goals or outcomes that achieve their meaning
112through their referential use. In our view, no object is inherently representational in and of
113itself. It is only when that object is placed in the service of referring to the indexical
114properties of a phenomenon that it becomes a representation. According to Lynch (1994),
115“Wittgenstein and ethnomethodology inform us that the extent to which expressions and
116texts take on referential functions may owe less to the intrinsic properties of representational
117items than to the deeds performed when those items are embedded in action” (p. 5).
118In this paper, we extend the research traditions of CSCL concerned with representation by
119treating it as a feature of referential practice. We examine how the indexical properties of
120underspecified objects emerge in the way that representations of these objects are sequentially
121accomplished and used in interaction. We look at how two groups of students build a problem by
122working out its referential properties. Specifically, we examine two cases in which amathematical
123“problem” and its “solution” emerge as a recalibration of the referential properties of an emerging
124representation of the “problem.” In doing so, students come to a shared, common understanding
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125of these problems and their solutions. Students do so using the affordances of the system,
126resources in the problem statement sheet (an ‘external representation’ available on a wiki page)
127and a shared set of referential practices. It is up to the students themselves to identify in their
128reading of the problem statement’s formulations and directives what the math problem is for them
129and then to work together to identify what for themmight count as a solution to that problem. As
130we will see in the analysis that follows, this involves engaging in a process of calibrating and
131recalibrating reference to and representation of the relevant indexical properties of the problem
132and its solution in a way that achieves shared understanding.

133Virtual Math Teams

134The materials to be discussed come from a corpus assembled at the Math Forum at Drexel
135University. The Virtual Math Teams (VMT) Project, established in 2003, is one of a variety
136of programs conducted under the auspices of the Math Forum. In this project, teams of
137geographically dispersed students use an integrated suite of web-based software tools to
138explore proposed mathematics topics (Stahl et al. 2006; Stahl 2009). VMT sessions are run
139as an enrichment activity conducted outside of the regular school curriculum. Students are
140recruited through their math teachers at their home schools.
141The VMT environment is a multi-modal environment consisting primarily of a chat area
142and a shared whiteboard area (Mühlpfordt and Wessner 2005, 2009; Mühlpfordt 2006).
143Students interact by posting text to the chat area and by drawing figures or placing text in the
144whiteboard area (see Fig. 1). The system offers a number of affordances. Each participant is
145assigned a color in the chat area. Whiteboard actions appear in the whiteboard and are
146indexed by color-coded squares in the chat area that correspond to participants performing

Fig. 1 The VMT player
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147the whiteboard actions. Participants can “point” back to prior chat postings or to areas of the
148whiteboard using an indexing tool provided by the system.
149The VMT system offers certain analytical tools as well. It captures all actions performed by
150actors or by the system in a log file that can be used in a “playback” technology that allows
151analysts to reproduce a display of the interactional environment of the VMT system. Postings
152and whiteboard actions can be played back in a way that shows exactly what an observer of the
153actual chat session would have seen as it occurred. This provides an analytical environment for
154investigating how the participants interacted using this online system.
155In the spring of 2006, four teams of middle school students were recruited from around
156the country to participate in Springfest 2006. The team that displayed the best collaboration
157in approaching and coming up with a set of mathematical problems would receive an iPod as
158a prize. Members of the VMT staff monitored the teams, provided feedback, and assisted
159with technical questions about the VMT software. For the first session, the VMT staff
160provided resources on a wiki site for the teams to constitute for themselves a problem to
161solve (see Fig. 2).

Fig. 2 The view topic wiki page
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162This “View Topic” wiki page makes available certain resources to the team for the
163purposes of beginning their participating in the VMT Springfest 2006. While one might
164be tempted to consider the contents of this page a “statement of the problem” for the
165students, it is only in the way that the assembled students orient to and organize their
166activities with respect to these resources that they come to discover what is for them the
167problem on which they will work. In short, through their reading practices and their online
168interaction, they work to constitute these resources into a problem to which they can give
169their attention and on which they can work.
170It is also up to the students to produce a solution strategy, a solution and a report of that
171solution they are to post on a wiki. We selected two teams, Team B and Team C, to
172investigate. We examine how team members organize themselves and their analytical work
173to identify the problem they are working on and what might stand as a solution to that
174problem. We treat the work these students do as a form of “discovering work” (Garfinkel et
175al. 1981). This perhaps stretches the notion of discovery a bit, but we feel it is in keeping
176with the ordinary sense the participants have of (a) “figuring out” what the problem is and
177(b) “finding” the answer to that problem. For our students then, discovery involves a set of
178practices by which they orient to and acknowledge, as a discoverable phenomenon, a
179problem and a solution that are for them underspecified and are therefore subject to
180referential practices that allow the students as “members” (Garfinkel and Sacks 1970) to
181speak of, orient to, report on and account for the underspecified problem and its under-
182specified solution as discoverable matters.
183It is well recognized that talk-in-interaction and text/graphics-in-interaction are different
184modalities of interaction that offer significantly different affordances for sense-making and
185communication by and among actors (Garcia and Jacobs 1999; Greiffenhagen 2008;
186Schönfeldt and Golato 2003; Zemel 2009). What we see in the VMT environment is that
187actors engaged in chat through VMT contend with the same set of concerns about referring
188to underspecified phenomena that actors in face-to-face interaction have. We also see that
189online chat affords different opportunities and resources for dealing with these concerns. For
190example, in the VMT environment, actors frequently use text-based referential terms in
191concert with white board demonstrations in ways that differ significantly from how a speaker
192might talk during and in relation to the construction of a graphical display in a face-to-face
193interaction. Unlike a mathematician presenting a proof at the blackboard (Greiffenhagen and
194Sharrock 2005), who can both talk and point at the same time, VMT participants can type in
195the chat window or draw on the whiteboard, but not both simultaneously because of practical
196constraints imposed by the computer interface. Thus online chat participants must organize
197the production of their textual and graphical postings in a serial sequence. In other words, a
198graphical demonstration can be constructed first followed by a text-based set of explana-
199tions, references, glosses, etc., or text-based explanations, references, glosses, etc., can be
200produced in the chat environment first which are then followed by graphical demonstrations
201on the whiteboard. They cannot happen simultaneously. Thus, online interactions can
202present participants with an interesting set of procedural concerns involving how reference
203and specification of relevant matters is achieved.
204The online activities we examine are “reflexive, self-organizing, organized entirely in
205situ, locally” (Livingston 1987, p. 10). As such, they are available to an ethnomethodolog-
206ically informed study. In practical terms, that means we are trying to understand the
207observable practices people perform from moment to moment to get things done in an
208organized, meaningful and accountable manner (Livingston 1987, 1999). In our examination
209of the VMT data, we investigate the students’ mathematical reasoning as a set of accom-
210plished referential and representational practices. The evidence suggests that, whatever else
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211‘arriving-at-an-understanding’ might be, it is most intimately bound up with the emergent
212and shared use of a set of referential practices by which “experience, its retrieval in memory,
213and its shaping in discourse are designed by reference to context, co-participants, stance, the
214realization of action, and the trajectories of activity in which it is embedded” (Schegloff
2152000, p. 718).

216The calibration of reference as problem-solving in VMT

217In the Springfest ‘06 session data, actors rarely just presented completed solutions to the
218problems for ratification by others during their work sessions. The usual approach involved
219offering up displays and descriptions of their reasoning, grounded in the directives found in
220the resources found on the View Topics Page, as a way of eliciting recipient participation in
221the discovery of a problem’s solution. This reasoning was often achieved as the sequential
222display of text postings and graphical objects that were designed to allow presenter and
223recipients to identify and reference more general mathematical representations of the specific
224examples or instances on which they were working.
225In this analysis, we focus on two cases in which students use particular referential
226and representational practices to sequentially specify the problem on which they are
227working and its solution. Rather than distinguish between reference and representation
228as distinct phenomena, we see them as different aspects of a discovery and design
229process by which the relevant indexical properties of some underspecified object or
230matter are discovered and made available for referential use. As a practical matter, a
231representation becomes useful only when its indexical properties, the properties that
232allow for reference, are adequately specified and shared with other actors (Hanks
2331992, 1996, 2000). We focus here on what Hanks (1990) termed referential practices.
234Thus, in the VMT system, when a student builds a ‘representation’ of a problem in a
235particular manner using some combination of text and graphics, it is not the ‘repre-
236sentation’ per se but the work of building the representation and working with it in a
237way that allows for the selection and identification of its relevant indexical properties
238that constitute the work of problem solving.

239Team B: “You can divide the thing into two parts”

240In their first meeting, members of Team B (Bwang8, Aznx and Quicksilver) took up the
241problem of working out the pattern of growth in the number of sticks and squares in the
242figures shown on the View Topics page (see Fig. 2). After familiarizing themselves with the
243features of the VMT system, Bwang8 posts the following text: “you can divide the thing into
244two parts” (see Fig. 3, 6:32:05 PM; or Appendix 1, line 52).2 This is a puzzle because two
245seemingly important elements of Bwang8’s post are underspecified. There is no indication of
246(a) what “thing” refers to or (b) what “divide … into two parts” could mean. His statement,
247however, supplies an interpretative framing through which his subsequent actions on the
248whiteboard become meaningful. Bwang8’s works on the white board immediately after
249posting his text, which suggests the possibility that his white board actions are to be seen as
250providing some kind of elaboration of the evidently-vague and underspecified set of
251mathematical actions proposed in his text posting.

2 A transcript of the text postings for Teams B and C are available in the Appendix 1 and 2, respectively.
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252Rather than identify in any explicit way what that “thing” is to which he refers, how it
253might be divided or even its relation to the problem, Bwang8 proceeds to systematically
254produce a set of unelaborated white board objects that, by virtue of being unelaborated,
255project the expectation that both Quicksilver and Aznx can or should be able identify “the
256thing” to which Bwang8 referred in his post.
257The systematic manner with which Bwang8 produces the white board objects (see Fig. 4)
258suggests that he is producing a ‘representation’ of the “thing” to which he had referred. The
259representation is built line-by-line, as an emergent phenomenon. Bwang8’s actions over time
260ultimately provide the indexical resources for identifying the object he is producing and
261demonstrates the nature of the division of that “thing” to which he has referred. The
262emergence of the “thing” through its systematic production on the whiteboard appears
263designed to make it possible for Aznx and Quicksilver to discover by witnessing
264Bwang8’s blackboard work that the divisible object Bwang8 is producing corresponds to
265the N=3 stage object with 18 sticks and 6 squares shown on the View Topics page. What
266Bwang8 produces is not the same object, however. Bwang8’s design work in producing
267these objects is systematically organized to make recognizable two mirror-image sets of
268lines, one horizontal and the other vertical, that in the order of their production and in their
269shape and distribution on the white board display how the N=3 stage figure viewable on the
270View Topics page can be divided into two parts. For Aznx and Quicksilver to recognize this
271object as the N=3 stage figure divided in two parts, they need to identify the relevant
272indexical properties of the graphical representation as related to the figure on the View
273Topics page.
274However, as Bwang8 completes his whiteboard figures, Quicksilver, who had been
275resolving a problem with his computer, asks, “what are the lines for?” (see Fig. 5,

Fig. 3 Bwang8’s noticing
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2766:32:58 PM; or Appendix 1, line 56). Quicksilver’s question suggests that he does not ‘see’
277the connection between Bwang8’s initial posting, his whiteboard actions and the problem on
278which they are working. Aznx advises Quicksilver to review the View Topics page to allow
279Quicksilver to see the figures shown there as representations in relation to Bwang8’s
280graphical objects. Aznx’s response to Quicksilver does not actually answer Quicksilver’s

Fig. 4 Production of Bwang8’s “thing”
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281query but points him to the indexical resources necessary for recognizing what Bwang8’s
282lines could be. This suggests that Aznx recognizes in Bwang8’s referential and representa-
283tional work a connection between the completed figure and the diagram on the View Topics
284page.
285Upon completing his whiteboard objects, Bwang8 posts the following text in the chat
286area: “so you can see we only need to figure one out to get the total stick” (see Fig. 6,
2876:33:05 PM; or Appendix 1, line 58). While not explicitly saying so, Bwang8 relies on
288Quicksilver and Aznx (a) to have witnessed the production and distribution of two symmet-
289rical objects, one with horizontal lines and the other with vertical lines, and (b) to have
290treated the production of these objects and their symmetry as consequential for the mathe-
291matical formulation of a solution to the problem. In fact, Bwang8 treats the whiteboard
292object and the procedure of its production as the solution to the problem. All that remains is
293to ‘represent’ those objects and the procedures of their production into what is for them a
294suitable mathematical form. Bwang8 achieves this by respecifying the specific N=3 case as
295a more general algebraic formulation of the problem solution, “1+2+3+........+N+N” (see
296Fig. 6, 6:33:32 PM; or Appendix 1, line 60) and “times that by 2” (see Fig. 6, 6:33:38 PM; or
297Appendix 1, line 62).
298Though Bwang8 has produced a mathematical formulation of the procedure he used to
299produce the whiteboard object, it was necessary to bring the other students to an under-
300standing of his representation of the problem and its solution. Quicksilver had encountered
301technical difficulties as Bwang8 produced his whiteboard work, and had not necessarily
302followed the way the whiteboard objects had been produced. Aznx on the other hand appears
303to have been following Bwang8’s work and responds to the initial formulation of the
304solution represented in algebraic form by recommending further algebraic simplification

Fig. 5 The “thing” divided in half
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305(Appendix 1, lines 63, 64 and 66). Bwang8 accepts the recommendation and offers such a
306simplification, “((1+N)*N/2+N)*2” (Appendix 1, line 67), followed by a confirmation
307request (Appendix 1, line 68). Because the simplification was unelaborated, Bwang8
308apparently presumed that the other participants would recognize his initial algebraic repre-
309sentation of his solution procedure (as worked out graphically on the whiteboard) as a
310Gaussian summation. Aznx calls for a derivation (Appendix 1, line 69). Bwang8 identifies
311his simplification as “a common formual (formula)” (Appendix 1, lines 71 and 72). What we
312see happening here is work between Bwang8 and Aznx to work out the relevant indexical
313properties of the proposed formulation, using the formulation itself to accomplish the
314referential work.
315Taking stock, we see that Bwang8 began with an underspecified text version of a
316solution strategy. His first text posting, while built to be recognizable as a possible
317solution strategy, did not specify what was meant by such key terms as “thing” and
318“divide.” In producing this post, Bwang 8 was making reference to what were then
319for him evidently vague properties of the problem and its solution. While it is clear
320that Quicksilver and Aznx did not immediately know what Bwang8 was referring to
321as “the thing,” Bwang8’s whiteboard work (Fig. 4) made it possible for him to
322demonstrate through its construction the “thing” divided in two parts. The enacted
323production of the divided object provided a basis for describing his procedure in a
324more precise and generalizable mathematical form, as “1+2+3+........+N+N” (see
325Fig. 6, 6:33:32 PM; or Appendix 1, line 60) times two, or subsequently in its reduced
326form as “((1+N)*N/2+N)*2” (Appendix 1, line 67). While Quicksilver struggles to
327‘catch up’ with his partners, Aznx works to understand the references Bwang8 has

Fig. 6 Bwang8 specifies a solution strategy
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328made. Whether Bwang8 had the final version ‘in mind’ from the outset or ‘discov-
329ered’ it as he produced more specific mathematical versions of the solution based on
330the solution procedure he had enacted cannot be definitively established from the data.
331However the data clearly shows Bwang8 ‘recalibrating’ his presentation by succes-
332sively producing and introducing a richer set of indexical resources for specifying
333both the problem and its solution.

334Team C: “Okay I’ve drawn n=4,5,6”

335As the members of Team B were coming to terms with Bwang8’s ‘solution’ to the problem,
336members of Team C, (Davidcyl, 137, Jason and Ssnish, were taking up the same problem but
337in a slightly different way. In Team C’s case, the production of whiteboard objects preceded
338the posting of text in the chat area of the VMT system. Unlike Team B, where Bwang8’s
339proleptic “You can divide the thing into two parts” creates a context for subsequent board
340work, Davidcyl begins without any chat posting and instead sequentially produces a figure
341on the whiteboard.
342Davidcyl is the first team member to begin the session after the moderator’s
343greeting. Rather than posting a text, or even responding to the moderator’s greeting,
344Davidcyl produces a whiteboard object (see Fig. 7, note that the marker in the chat
345area indicates a whiteboard action has been performed). Davidcyl then proceeds to
346produce a series of squares and form them into first one object, then a second and
347finally a third, adding squares in a systematic manner to each successive object

Fig. 7 Davidcyl’s first move
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348produced. The work consists of (1) building an initial object consisting of ten squares
349(steps 1 through 10), (2) duplicating that object (steps 11 and 12), (3) duplicating the
350squares from the longest edge and positioning them along that edge (steps 13 and 14),
351and (4) then adding a square to that edge (steps 15 and 16). A third object is
352constructed from the second object in a similar manner (steps 17 through 24). This
353is shown in Fig. 8.

Fig. 8 Performing the squares problem
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354Davidcyl’s whiteboard work presents recipients with the problem of recognizing the
355relation between the sequentially unfolding design and production of representations
356on the whiteboard and some aspect of the problem presentation available on the View
357Topics page. Though members of Team C have access to the View Topic page with
358its diagrams and text, there is no explicit work done by any of the participants to
359indicate a link between Davidcyl’s whiteboard work and the content of the View
360Topics page. In fact, as Davidcyl methodically produces his objects, 137 engages in
361some “doodling” on the whiteboard that, by taking no particular care with regard to
362Davidcyl’s activity, treats Davidcyl’s objects as a form of doodling as well (see panels
36311 and 12 in Fig. 8). Davidcyl explicitly directs 137 to stop (Appendix 2, line 14),
364suggesting by this intervention that his whiteboard work is or will become conse-
365quential for their problem solving work. From that point forward, only Davidcyl
366works on the whiteboard until he announces the completion of his work, “okay I’ve
367drawn n=4,5,6” (see Fig. 9, 6:26:25 PM; or Appendix 2, line 22).
368The intelligibility and significance of Davidcyl’s whiteboard work has not been
369explicitly described prior to the sequential production of those objects. Participants are
370faced with the problem of sorting out the indexical properties of the objects Davidcyl
371has produced without any explicit indication of the significance of those objects.
372Jason started his own work in the text area while 137 began doodling (only to be
373stopped by Davidcyl). By declaring “okay i’ve drawn n=4,5,6,” Davidcyl references
374resources from the View Topics page, resources with which other participants are
375presumed to be familiar, to indicate that (1) he has completed his whiteboard work

Fig. 9 Davidcyl completes the objects
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376and (2) the three completed whiteboard objects are in response to the first problem
377task listed on the View Topics page, “Draw the pattern for N=4, N=5, and N=6 in
378the whiteboard” (see Fig. 2). By themselves and without Davidcyl’s post, “okay i’ve
379drawn n=4,5,6,” it is not obvious to the participants what the figures are, their
380possible or intended use, or their relationship to the problem. By producing a text
381posting upon completing the figures, Davidcyl is offering an account of these objects
382that indexes the shared problem resources available to them.
383As it turns out, it is not simply the three figures that matter for their work. The
384way these figures were produced is consequential for the formulation of the mathe-
385matical reasoning that will turn out to be the solution to the problem. However,
386before Davidcyl can produce this formulation, Jason offers up text postings with
387regard to the issue of the sequential growth of the number of squares. Simply
388identifying the figures as “n=4,5,6” does not appear to reveal the sense of the objects
389to the other recipients, who continue to pursue other ways of specifying the problem
390(Appendix 2, lines 23, 24 and 25).
391As Jason presents his own reasoning with regard to their task (see Fig. 10),
392Davidcyl rearranges the figures on the whiteboard. He appears to take no notice of
393Jason’s immediately subsequent text postings and instead produces his own post in
394which he reports, “the nth pattern has n more squares than the (n-1)th pattern” (See
395Fig. 10, 6:27:32; or Appendix 2, line 26). Davidcyl then formulates this description in
396more mathematically specific representation in the next post: “basically it’s 1+2+..+(n
397−1)+n for the number of squares in the nth pattern” (Appendix 2, line 27). An

Fig. 10 Davidcyl formulates the sequence
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398algebraic variable is the ultimate indexical, one that holds its object of reference as
399open. Here, the variable n achieves its denotational sense, both in terms of Davidcyl’s
400use of “n=4,5,6,” as a descriptor for what he has drawn and because of the use of
401“N” in the original task description. In response to Davidcyl’s mathematicized formu-
402lation of the procedure by which the whiteboard objects were constituted, 137
403responds with “so n(n+1)/2” (Appendix 2, line 28), extending Davidcyl’s work to
404give the simplified version of the Gaussian sum. As 137 is composing his response to
405Davidcyl, Davidcyl is preparing a follow up: “and we an use the Gaussian sum to
406determine the sume: n(1+n)/2” (Appendix 2, line 29). It is at this point that both 137
407and Davidcyl have achieved a shared understanding of the problem and its solution.
408Davidcyl remarks, “137 got it” (Appendix 2, line 30).

409Specifying the sense of objects and texts as a sequential achievement

410The work Davidcyl did in Team C contrasts with and complements the work Bwang8 did in
411Team B. In both cases, participants relied on and utilized the contents of the View Topics page
412as referential resources in producing and interpreting the respective representations of problem
413solutions. The sense of these resources, however, emerges only through the situated, local and
414sequential production of the whiteboard objects and text postings. In the first case, Bwang8
415produced an underspecified text posting whose sense was elaborated in the procedure he used
416subsequently to constitute the whiteboard objects that demonstrated how to understand the
417underspecified indexical terms “thing” and “divide … in half”. Davidcyl, on the other hand,
418produced objects and a procedure for their production to which he could make reference in his
419subsequent text postings (“n=4,5,6,” “pattern” and “squares”). The semiotic resources of the
420View Topics page, the whiteboard representations produced and the procedure of their produc-
421tion on the whiteboard, and the text postings with their indexical terms provided both teams
422with the resources required to discover the problem being solved and its solution.
423Because one cannot produce texts that simultaneously narrate the production of whiteboard
424objects in the VMT environment, how actors accomplish the production of texts and objects is
425consequential for their intelligibility. In both cases we examined, the actors exploited this as an
426affordance of the VMT system, making it possible for both the objects produced and the
427sequential organization of their production to contribute to the specific sense of prior text posting
428in TeamB’s case and subsequent text postings in TeamC’s case. Thus it was the way that Bwang8
429produced the line objects that made evident what he was referring to in his post when he wrote,
430“you can divide the thing into two parts.”Likewise, it was the way that Davidcyl constructed each
431successive ‘pyramid’ as a copy of a prior figure to which were added an increasing but specific
432number of additional squares in a particular way, that provided for his formulation of the sequence
433in mathematical terms, “the nth pattern has n more squares than the (n−1)th pattern.” While we
434only examined these two cases, this suggests that the emergent recalibration and specification of
435the indexical properties of the problem constitute the conceptual achievement of the students.

436Recalibration of reference as discovering work in VMT

437In a landmark ethnomethodological study of how people do mathematical proof, Eric
438Livingston (2000) wrote:

439440“[P]rovers while engaged in the work of proving, are hunting for proofs in that
441work. The conception of proofs and their associated theorems as discrete
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442entities, somehow separated from provers continual, omnipresent engagement
443in the activity of proving, is simply false. From within proving’s work, the
444prover seeks to ‘pair’ a written description with a discovered, and often quite
445nonlinear, gestalt of reasoning.” (p. 265, emphasis added)

446
447We too are interested in the lived work of mathematics as a kind of discovery.
448Like Livingston, we are interested in the local and situated practices and proce-
449dures by which actors refine and specify the indexical properties of an emergent
450math problem on which they are working. We are not dealing with mathematicians
451well-versed and trained in the referential and representation practices of profession-
452al mathematics, but middle school students engaged in mathematical problem
453solving. These students, like their professional counterparts, are engaged in the
454lived work of understanding the problems on which they are working. In our
455approach, we recognize that understanding is accomplished and shared in the
456referential practices by which actors constitute their emerging representations of
457the problems they face. We build on earlier research (Koschmann and Zemel 2009,
4582011) that explores the nature of discovery in broader terms. In that earlier work,
459we argued that “discovering work” (Garfinkel et al. 1981) consists of the work that
460actors do to specify relevant properties of some noticed matter, viz. its indexical
461properties, in a way that allows others to refer to those properties as well. In other
462words, discovering work involves recalibrating referential practices that consists of
463the pursuit and production of greater referential specificity or granularity (Schegloff
4642000) using natural language and/or other semiotic resources with regard to an
465underspecified “object-of-sorts with neither demonstrable sense nor reference”
466(Garfinkel et al. 1981, p. 135). The concerted work of this kind of specification
467is part of how underspecified but noticeable features of the phenomenal world,
468including math problems and their solutions, become known and available as social
469facts.
470So, how can the work of Bwang8 and Davidcyl be seen as discovering work
471rather than just the production of a demonstration of an already-achieved solution to
472the problem? We cannot know definitively, but these two cases suggest that by
473looking at referential practices, we might be able to point towards an answer. Had
474this been a demonstration of an already-achieved solution, the indexical properties
475of the problem would have already been worked out by the presenters, Davidcyl
476and Bwang8, and made available to the other participants. However, for both
477Bwang8 and Davidcyl, the referential and representational resources and practices
478they came to use emerged as constituent features of their presentations. Neither
479Bwang8 nor Davidcyl presented a set of terms, features, assumptions or any other
480such mathematical specifications (other than those resources available in the prob-
481lem statement) prior to the demonstrations by which recipients might have been
482able to follow the reasoning in either the text-based work or the whiteboard work.
483No explicit explanations of objects, terms, or reasoning were produced as they
484might be when instructing others to recognize an already-worked-out solution.
485Instead, it seems that they were working out these matters as they came to
486recognize them during the sequential production of their whiteboard objects and
487text postings. The specific indexical or referential properties of the problem emerge
488in the way the whiteboard objects and text postings were sequentially produced in
489relation to each other. The work done by Davidcyl and Bwang8 involves producing
490greater specification of texts and objects in the VMT system through the sequential
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491production of objects and texts as mutually referential and constitutive domains of
492interaction.
493The emergent nature of the indexical properties of the text and objects these
494students work on/with is highlighted by the fact that the VMT environment, by
495virtue of its technical affordances, does not allow participants to ‘narrate’ the
496production of whiteboard figures as one might do while drawing on a chalkboard
497in a classroom full of students. Instead, VMT participants are constrained to (1)
498produce a text posting in advance of their whiteboard work that prepares recipients
499for the whiteboard work that is to be done, or (2) produce whiteboard figures first
500and then account for the production of these figures after they have been produced.
501This means that whenever actors seek to mutually constitute the sense of texts and
502objects, recipients either must await the appearance of the object after the produc-
503tion of a text and then discover how the indexical properties of the text map onto
504the whiteboard object or they must await the appearance of a text after the
505production of a whiteboard object and discover how the indexical properties of that
506object map onto the text. In short, greater specification of texts and objects in the
507VMT system is achieved in the sequential production of objects and texts as
508mutually referential domains of interaction. Actors exploit the design features of
509any system to identify what they can accomplish with that system (Hutchby 2001).
510Not only are design recommendations difficult to identify as a result, they are
511beyond the scope of this paper.
512The emphasis in this paper has been on the ways that individual actors produce
513greater referential specificity regarding the indexical properties of the mathematical
514problems on which they are working. We saw that recipients of these recalibrating
515references oriented to or took up these recalibrations in their recognition of when to
516examine the problem statements page on the VMT wiki and in their assessment of the
517various proffered solution formulations. While it remains to be seen what happens
518when the work of recalibration is interactionally problematic, these examples show
519that the achievement of the problem, not just the solution, arises from the ways that
520actors calibrate their representations of and references to problem elements in increas-
521ingly specific ways.
522This leads us to the broader question we consider in this paper: How do inter-
523locutors refer to and represent unknown, underspecified or poorly understood matters?
524It is clearly the case that people routinely do refer to, discuss, represent, and specify
525matters that they do not fully understand, that are unknown to them or that are in
526relevant ways underspecified.3 In order to engage in interaction with regard to such
527underspecified matters, actors attempt to specify noticed features of that underspeci-
528fied matter, viz. its indexical properties, in ways that allow others to refer to that
529object and its indexical properties. In such circumstances, the distinction between
530representation and referential practice effectively collapses. In order to refer to an
531underspecified matter, actors must identify or discover its indexical properties, prop-
532erties that through their specification, articulation and formulation become, for the
533purposes at hand, both a representation of the matter and the means by which it is
534referenced (cf. Koschmann and Zemel 2009; Zemel et al. 2008). It is precisely this

3 Garfinkel et al. refer to these as “object[s]-of-sorts with neither demonstrable sense nor reference” (1981, p.
135).
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535work of specifying the indexical properties of unknown things that allows what was
536previously unknown to become known.
537

538Appendix 1

539

t1:1 Table 1 Team B Chat log

t1:2 Chat Index Time of Posting Author Content

t1:3 52 06.32.05 PM bwang8 you can divide the thing into two parts

t1:4 53 06.32.10 PM Aznx Let’s start this thing.

t1:5 54 06.32.38 PM Quicksilver my computer was lagging…What are we doing?

t1:6 55 06.32.49 PM Aznx http://home.old.mathforum.org/SFest.html

t1:7 56 06.32.58 PM Quicksilver what are the lines for?

t1:8 57 06.33.01 PM Aznx go to view topic

t1:9 58 06.33.05 PM bwang8 so you can see we only need to figur one out to
get the total stick

t1:10 59 06.33.09 PM Aznx read the problem

t1:11 60 06.33.32 PM bwang8 1+2+3+........+N+N

t1:12 61 06.33.38 PM bwang8 times that by 2

t1:13 62 06.33.40 PM Quicksilver Never mind I figured it out..

t1:14 63 06.34.01 PM Aznx Can we collaborate this answer even more?

t1:15 64 06.34.05 PM Aznx To make it even simpler?

t1:16 65 06.34.15 PM bwang8 ok

t1:17 66 06.34.16 PM Aznx Because I think we can.

t1:18 67 06.34.50 PM bwang8 ((1+N)*N/2+N)*2

t1:19 68 06.34.58 PM bwang8 that’s the formula, right?

t1:20 69 06.35.15 PM Aznx How did you come up with it?

t1:21 70 06.35.16 PM bwang8 for total sticks

t1:22 71 06.35.34 PM bwang8 is a common formual

t1:23 72 06.35.40 PM bwang8 formula

t1:24 73 06.35.46 PM Aznx Yeah, I know.

t1:25 74 06.35.59 PM bwang8 and just slightly modify it to get this

t1:26 75 06.36.31 PM Aznx Aditya, you get this right?

t1:27 76 06.37.45 PM Quicksilver What does the n represent?

t1:28 77 06.37.57 PM bwang8 the given

t1:29 78 06.37.58 PM bwang8 N

t1:30 79 06.38.02 PM Aznx Yeah.

t1:31 80 06.38.05 PM Aznx In the problem.

t1:32 81 06.38.37 PM Quicksilver Oh

t1:33 82 06.38.38 PM bwang8 The number of squares is just (1+N)*N/2

t1:34 83 06.38.50 PM Quicksilver We need that as well.
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540Appendix 2
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t2:10 8 06:24:44 PM davidcyl yeaqh
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t2:14 12 06:25:03 PM azemel be sure to click on the view topic button

t2:15 13 06:25:18 PM azemel up at the top of the vmt screen
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t2:32 30 06:28:36 PM davidcyl 137 got it
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